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is readily amalgamable. It seems probable that the supposed difficulty of amalgamating tk hammered " gold has no real existence.
There is still much difference of opinion as to the desirability of attempting to amalgamate the gold inside the battery. The view is now widely held, following the views of the Rand metallurgists, that the addition of mercury to the mortar is a mistake, and that no copper plates should be put inside. It is considered by increasing numbers of millmen that no machine can be successful at once as a crusher and an amalgamator. Nevertheless, the •opposite view has not yet been completely abandoned. The practice of .adding mercury to the mortar when no inside1, plates are used is certainly not now much favoured, although it is still adhered to in Ballarat and some •other districts in Australia. In treating rich ores, however, when the gold is .coarsegrained and nearly pure, there* does not seem to be any valid objection to be raised against catching the gold on inside plates in a, concentrated form, instead of letting it all go to tbe outside. In this case it is better to add mercury to the mortar, and this is probably not so important a cause of loss of mercury by flouring and sickening as is often assumed. If a decomposing •ore is mixed with lime, beforehand, and the acidity of the water used is corrected, the conditions do not, appear to be favourable to the production •of salts injurious to the mercury, and the. latter when charged in is probably almost instantly washed through the screens or else dashed against, and retained by the plates. The mercury does not remain on the die, subjected to repeated blows, which would no doubt cause, much flouring. There is .also the point of view that the distribution of mercury through the ore favours .amalgamation, and that amalgam is more ea.sily caught on stationary or shaking plates than very 1'moly divided gold. This last point, remains a. matter of some*, doubt. It is often denied on the ground that amalgam is of less density than gold. Finely divided gold, however, particularly if it is very impure, containing much silver, requires more, mercury for its .amalgamation Mian eoarsc gold, and in this ca.se, it is diflieult to keep the plates in good order, so that it is usually advantageous to save (lie extra, trouble and labour, caused by looking after and clcaning-up inside, plates, by putting all the plates outside. This has boon the experience in a number of mills, including that of the Montana, (lompany, when1, the inside plates have been entirely discarded.
Amalgamation outside (he bnUery has also been the. subject, of much discussion and some careful investigation. N umerous amalgamating machines have, been patented, the inventors in every case praising their own contrivances and decrying (he copper plate, but, the latter has not as yet. been .superseded, and ils principle is applied to almost all its more promising rivals.
To secure successful amalgamation it, is necessary thai, the particles of gold should be brought into absolute contact with the. mercury. This contact is obtained in one oi' three ways, viz. : •
1.    The. mercury and ore. are. ground  together  in pans, arrastras,  and similar machines, contact being secured by pressing the gold and mercury together.
2.  The ore is allowed to How over or even through a, bath of liquid mercury, or the endeavour is made to ensure contact by letting the pulp fall from a, height upon the mercury.
3.   The ore is allowed to flow over either stationary or shaking amalgamated   copper   plates,   drops   being  sometimes   introduced   between   the

